
STORYBOARDING
BASICS



WHAT IS A
STORYBOARD?



Sequence of images that illustrates a process.DEFINITION



Each element in storyboard contains:
• One thumbnail image
• A few words related to the image (optional)

FORMAT



WHY USINGS
STORYBOARD?



Storyboards are most known as an indespensible 
tool for planning the video-based materials.FILMS, TV...



For designers, storyboards help plan steps 
presentations that evolve over time, such as videos, 
portfolios, editorials...

FOR DESIGNERS:
#1 PRESENTATION



Another important use is in design process itself:
We use storyboards to analyse processes such as 
user behaviors, and learn more about our task.

FOR DESIGNERS:
#2 USER SCENARIOS



HOW   TO MAKE
A STORYBOARD?



When making a storyboard describing a process, first 
identify the most important phases of that process 
and illustrate them.

#1 MAIN IMAGES

Stroryboard example: entering my studio.



After you’ve made the main images, start adding 
images in between to connect the main images into 
meaningful visual story.

#2 FILL IN

Stroryboard example: entering my studio.



This may take as many iterations as necessary.#2 FILL IN

Stroryboard example: entering my studio.



SHOTS
A SHOT IS THE WAY YOU FRAME 
THE CONTENT IN YOUR IMAGE 
OR A VIDEO.



Wide shots (establishing shots, long shots) show 
the figure in the environment and are used to 
establishing the context. 

WIDE SHOTS



Most commonly used shot that displays the figure 
from waist up (or more) and shows the action the 
figure takes, body language and/or expressions.

MEDIUM SHOTS



Close ups zoom into to show the important details 
of actors actions or expressions, or give importance 
to objects. Also often used to connect other shots.

CLOSE UP SHOTS



SHOTS
WIDE: ESTABLISH CONTEXT
MEDIUM: NORMAL ACTIVITY
CLOSE UP: DETAILS, EXPRESSIONS



CUTS
THE WAY THE SHOTS ARE 
CONNECTED INTO A 
MEANINGFUL FLOW.



Typically, every new environment starts with the 
wide shot (to establish context) and zooms in 
gradually as the story develops.

TYPICALLY:
CONTEXT > DETAIL



Inverse flow is used in cases where mystery needs 
to develop into a revealing surprise.SURPRISE:

DETAIL > CONTEXT



To establish a continuous story, consecutive shots 
need to have some visual elements / hints that are 
contained in both shots.

CONNECTION: 
VISUAL HINTS



Another way to ensure flow is that a movement of an 
actor from one shot should continue into the next 
shot.

CONNECTION: 
MOVEMENT



Close ups are good ways to connect two shots by 
giving a visual pause, especially if the two shots have 
different camera position (not like in this example).

USING CLOSE UPS
TO CONNECT



FINALLY...



TADAAA!































Check out this book for great info on sequential 
visual arts, or for great info on visual arts in general:FOR MORE INFO

“Understanding Comics”, Scott McCloud

http://scottmccloud.com/2-print/1-uc/


QUESTIONS ?



STORYBOARD
EXERCISE



Work in groups.
Create storyboards for given activity.
One image per post-it note (see format below).
Different opinions? Find the best story!

Your name here!!!

Sketch a frame.
Identify important visual elements.
Indicate motion using arrows, if needed

Optional:
A few words that give additional 
explanations of the shot, or line of dialog

CREATE
STORYBOARDS



TOPIC 1
BRUSHING TEETH



TOPIC 2
AIRPORT SECURITY CONTROLS


